1. Smooth core drilled penetration or grouted in-place wall sleeve. Sleeve to be standard weight ductile iron or steel pipe.

2. "Link-Seal" with SS hardware. Install so that threaded nuts are exposed.

3. Chilled water flow meter provided by UNL installed by contractor.

4. Provide min. 15" space between meter leg and bypass leg.

5. Spare thermowell for temperature sensor calibration.

6. Duplex basket strainer with 1/8" SS screen. Two single basket strainers may be provided in lieu of duplex.

7. Full size blow-down valve and pipe to nearest floor drain.

8. Pressure gage and sensor leg across each strainer.

9. Exterior system drain (supply and return). Full port ball valve with hose adapter and cap.

10. Interior system drain (supply and return). Full port ball valve with hose adapter and cap. Install on system low point within building.

11. Pressure sensor provided by UNL, installed by contractor.

12. Temperature sensor provided by UNL, installed by contractor.

13. Flange or union at strainer.

14. Delta-P sensor (provided by UNL BSM) across each strainer.

15. Heat recovery chiller (if provided) chilled water supply tie-in location.

16. Heat recovery chiller (if provided) chilled water return tie-in location.

17. Air handling unit condensate recovery (if provided) tie-in location.